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Consensus: A real-life, lasting battery enables employees to focus on daily  
tasks, uninterrupted.

Consensus: A practical form factor lets employees concentrate on collaboration 
rather than how their device physically limits them. 

When Your User’s 
PC Works vs. When It 
Doesn’t Work 
Why a working PC makes a huge 
difference in the hybrid workplace 

When PCs function properly, employees can be more productive, collaborative, 
and creative. And keeping employees happy with working PCs means a thriving 
workplace and happy customers. These are some everyday, real-world examples 
of what happens if employees have a functioning or a nonfunctioning device.  

Battery life
A lasting battery life can mean all the difference for collaboration, allowing employees to 
focus on working with coworkers and clients, rather than finding where the nearest outlet is. 

Form factor
A sleek and functional form factor ensures 
that employees don’t have to interrupt 
their workflow, enabling them to 
switch between form factors for 
optimal work performance. 

Intel vPro® with Evo™ for positive employee experiences
The Intel® vPro® with Evo™ platform is designed from the ground up to offer the experience 
hybrid workplace employees want from their PCs. By making employee experience a priority 
with Intel vPro with Evo, employees will feel:

Display, speakers, camera, and microphone
With efficient display, speakers, camera, and microphone, employees won’t have to 
spend extra time fumbling with watered-down applications and software.

Processor
A high performing processor allows employees to multitask, run multiple apps 
at once, and work seamlessly on several types of software. 

Grainy visual displays and spotty 
audio during videoconferencing with 

a subpar camera and microphone

Clear, dynamic visual displays and 
audio during videoconferencing with 
powerful camera and microphones

Having to stay by the outlet Spending time with clients

      Spending time looking for power Working on the go

Taking notes and needing a piece 
of paper from the printer on the 
third floor of the office just to 
draw a visual concept

Taking notes and 
drawing visual  
concepts in a meeting

Lugging a large,  
unwieldy device around 

Effortlessly keeping a thin, 
light laptop with you

Consensus: Employees can participate in more-immersive tasks with a  
powerful processor.

Consensus: Employees are more productive and engaged when working with 
adequate collaboration tools.

Working 
smoothly 

and without 
interruption

Dealing with 
frequent  

hangs and 
crashes

Run multiple 
applications 

alongside your 
collaboration 

tool  

Only being 
able to run one 
mission-critical 

application  
at a time

Respected Less 
frustratedHeard Secure Protected

Check out our ebook  
for more insights on remote 

management and fleet ownership

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/business/enterprise-computers/resources/teaser-fleet-management-handbook.html

